Abstract
Introduction
Web services choreography has been introduced to standardize the design phase of complex peer-to-peer applications in which each peer can be implemented by a Web service. A Web services choreography specifies the behavior that each peer must have along with the interactions between the peers. Any Web service that would like to join the choreography would need to conform to that specification.
Several research efforts have been devoted to develop formalizations for Web services choreography and approaches for verifying that a choreography implementation is compliant with the choreography specification [6, 4, 7] . Most of these efforts thus focus on the issue of determining whether the behavior of the Web services implementing a choreography matches the one described by the choreography specification. However, verifying that a Web services choreography can be implemented by a set of Web services is not only a matter of behavior conformance; before being able to interact with each other, Web services need to establish a mutual level of trust.
Trust can be established using various strategies, such as through the use of credentials or reputation systems. In this paper, we focus on the use of credentials for trust establishment among Web services participating in a choreography. In Web service-based distributed applications where invokers are not known a priori, access control decisions are usually made based on the attributes of the entity requesting access to a particular resource, rather than his or her identity. We assume that each Web service is characterized by credentials certifying that it has certain properties [9] . Moreover, we assume that the invocation of each Web service operation is controlled by access control policies; such policies establish which credentials the invoker Web service must possess in order to be able to invoke the operation. It is also important to notice that some of those credentials may contain sensitive information about the Web services to which they refer. Therefore, disclosure of such credentials must be regulated by credential disclosure policies. It is thus clear that verifying whether a choreography can be implemented requires determining whether the invoker Web services can disclose the credentials specified in the access control policies of the Web service providing the invoked operation. 
Figure 1. Transition System of Bartering Choreography
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to decide, at design time, if a choreography can be implemented by a set of Web services by verifying that their access control policies and credential disclosure policies match. We represent the behavior of both the Web services choreography and the different candidate Web services by a non deterministic transition system. The access control policies of the candidate Web services are modeled as transition preconditions. We assume that each Web service publishes, in addition to its behavior, the credentials that it is willing to disclose and the disclosure policies regulating the release of these credentials. The disclosure policies are represented as directed graphs. Our approach verifies then that all possible conversations of the Web services choreography can be implemented by a given set of Web services based on their access control and disclosure policies. We perform this verification by checking that the message exchanges composing the conversations can be implemented. More specifically, we represent each message exchange by its resource release graph which, through a labeling process, can determine the implementability of that message exchange. The resource release graph is a directed graph where the root node represents the operation that causes the message exchange and the child nodes are the credentials specified in the access control policy of the Web service providing the operation. To each of these child nodes, we recursively append the corresponding disclosure policies of the provider and invoker Web services. Each node is then labeled as deliverable according to its underlying disclosure policies. If the root node is deliverable, the message exchange can be implemented. For the message exchanges that are not realizable, i.e., their root nodes are labeled as undeliverables, we suggest how to modify the access control and disclosure policies to make them realziable.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces transition system modeling for a Web services choreography. In Subsection 3, we describe how to represent the behavior of a Web service, and its access control and disclosure policies. In Section 4, we introduce our verification approach based on the resource release graph. Section 5 presents the related works. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Modeling Web Services Choreography
In our model, a Web services choreography is based on the notion of roles and message exchanges between roles. A role defines the behavior a Web service must exhibit to participate in the choreography. A message exchange represents the realization of a collaboration between two roles and the means by which a choreography can evolve. Each message exchange is associated with an operation offered by a role and implies an exchange of information between the invoker role and the role providing the operation. We model a Web Service choreography as a non deterministic transition system. A sequence of message exchanges is called conversation.
Definition 1 (WS-Choreography Transition System)
A choreography of roles r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n is represented by a non deterministic transition system
S In this work, we focus on message exchanges where a role sends a message to invoke another role's operation. Indeed, only the invocation of an operation is restricted by an access control policy; if an operation can be invoked, then the sending of the reply message to the invoker can be performed as well. Figure 1 
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Access Control and Credentials
In this section, we first present how a Web service's behavior and the access control policies for its operations can be modeled. Then, we illustrate how a Web service specifies disclosure policies for its credentials.
Web Services Access Control Requirements
The behavior of a Web service describes the set of operations it exports and constraints on the possible conversations it can execute. The Web service operations can be invoked only by clients that own the credential types specified in the access control policies associated with the operations. We represent the behavior of a Web service and its access control policies as a non deterministic finite transition system. The transition system describes the messages that are received and sent by a Web service as effect of the execution of its operations. 
Definition 2 (Web service transition system) The transition system of a Web service W S is a tuple T S
A state in the transition system represents the state of the interaction between a client and the Web service [8] . A transition represents the receipt of an input message or the sending of an output message of an operation. Access control policies are represented as preconditions that must be satisfied for a transition to be fired. The precondition for a transition representing the receipt of an operation's invocation message is a conjunction or a disjunction of credential types specified in the operation access control policy. The precondition of a transition corresponding to the sending of an output message is always true since we only need to verify that the message to invoke an operation can be sent. Figure 2, 
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Web Services Credential Disclosure Policies
Credentials should be carefully disclosed during an interaction. For the purpose of our work, we classify credentials as being sensitive or non sensitive. Sensitive credentials can be only released after trust has been established while non sensitive credentials can be released without restriction. The submission of sensitive credentials is regulated by disclosure policies defined as follows.
Definition 3 (Disclosure policies)
A disclosure policy regulating the disclosure of a credential C is an expression of the form C ← credexpr where C is the credential type whose release is protected by the policy and credexpr is either a conjunction
If a disclosure policy is of the form
, then the policy is satisfied only if the consumer of credential C proves to own the credentials of types C 1 , C 2 , ..., and C n (resp. at least one credential type from C 1 , C 2 , ..., and C n ). If the disclosure policy is of the form C ← T RUE, then credential C can be released without any restriction. We represent disclosure policies as directed graphs called disclosure policy graphs. Nodes in such graphs can be circular nodes, representing credential types, or rectangular nodes, representing the conjunction of credential types.
The disclosure policy graph of C ← C 1 ∧C 2 ∧...∧C n has a circular root node labeled with C and a rectangular child node having circular child nodes labeled with C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n . The disclosure policy graph of C ← C 1 ∨ C 2 ∨ ... ∨ C n is a graph with a circular node labeled with C having circular child nodes labeled with C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n . The disclosure policy graph of a disclosure policy C ← T RUE has a circular root node labeled with C and a circular child node labeled with T RUE. Figures 3(a, b, c, & d) 
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Web services Access Control Requirements Verification
In this section, we present our approach to determine whether a choreography can be implemented by a set of Web services by analyzing the access control policies they enforce and the credentials that they are willing to disclose. We assume that an application analyst has already provided the transition system representing the choreography and selected a set of Web services whose behaviors match the ones of the roles in the choreography [7, 5, 4] . The descriptions of the Web services specify their behavior, the access control policies protecting their operations, and disclosure policies regulating the release of their credentials.
Although the selected Web services implement the behavior specified in the choreography, they may not be able to perform the described conversations due to the access ( can be implemented is performed by analyzing the resource release graph. In the following subsections, we first show how this graph is generated and then introduce the verification algorithm.
Resource Release Graph
The resource release graph of a message exchange (r s , r d , μ, m) is generated based on μ's access control policy and the disclosure policies of the Web services implementing roles r s and r d . If the root of the resource release graph is labeled with DELIV , the message exchange is realizable. The creation of the resource release graph of a message exchange (r s , r d , μ, m) is a two-phase process. In the first phase, the graph is created based on μ's access control policy and the disclosure policies of the Web services implementing roles r s and r d . In the secnd phase, the graph is traversed from the root to the leaves to mark the nodes as deliverable or not based on the disclosure policies of Web services implementing roles r s and r d .
Definition 4 (Resource Release Graph)
The first phase of graph generation consists of the following steps: (1) A circular node representing the root node and labeled with (r d , μ, N U LL) is created. (2) If the precondition of μ is a conjunction of credential types C 1 ∧ C 2 ∧ ... ∧ C n , a rectangular node along with its child circular nodes labeled with (r s , C 1 , NULL), (r s , C 2 , NULL), ..., (r s , C n , NULL) are created. An arc links the root node to the rectangular node. If the precondition is a disjunction of credential types C 1 ∨ C 2 ∨ ... ∨ C n , circular nodes labeled with (r s , C 1 , NULL), (r s , C 2 , NULL), ..., (r s , C n , NULL) are added as child nodes to the root. (3) If the Web service implementing role r s owns credential types C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n and the release of these credential types is ruled by disclosure policies, then each node labeled with (r s , C i , NULL) is linked with its disclosure policy graph. Each circular node in the disclosure policy graph is labeled with r d , the name of a credential type, and with N U LL. If the Web service implementing r s does not own any of the credential types C i , no child node is added to (r s , C i , NULL) circular node. (4) If the Web service implementing role r d has disclosure policies associated with credential types specified in C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n 's disclosure policies, we repeat step 3 using r d 's disclosure policies. The two steps 3 and 4 are repeated till the leaves of the graph are all circular nodes labeled with T RUE or with the name of a credential type which cannot be provided by the Web services implementing r s or r d .
Once built, we traverse the resource graph (second phase) to label each circular node as deliverable or undeliverable. We apply the following labeling rules: (1) a node having a rectangular child node is labeled with DELIV only if all its child nodes are labeled with DELIV ; (2) a node having circular child nodes is labeled with DELIV if at least one of its child nodes is labeled with DELIV ; (3) a node having a circular child node labeled with T RUE is labeled with DELIV ; (4) a leaf node not labeled with T RUE is labeled with U N DELIV .
Verification Protocol
The Verification algorithm has as inputs T S Choreo , the choreography transition system, the precondition tables P rec T able 1 , P rec T able 2 ...P rec T able n and the disclosure policies DiscP olSet 1 , DiscP olSet 2 , ..., DiscP olSet n of the implementing Web services. It returns the set of conversations Auth Conv that can be performed by the selected Web services. If some of the conversations cannot be performed, it returns the set P olMod of access control and disclosure policies that need to be modified to implement the conversations.
The procedure computeConversations (T S) computes the set Conv of all possible conversations in T S using the approach we proposed in [8] (line 1). Then, for each conversation conv i in Conv, the set M e i of all message exchanges (r s , r d , μ, m) composing the conversation is created (lines 2-3). M e i contains only the message exchanges where a Web service sends the operation's invocation message to the Web service that provides it. Then, the set M e of all the M e i is built (line 4). For each message exchange (r s , r d , μ, m) in M e, the resource release graph is built by procedure buildResourceReleaseGraph (line 7). Then, procedure LabelNodes labels the nodes of the resource release graph with DELIV or U N DELIV and returns the state of the root node (line 8). If the state of the root is deliverable, the message exchange (r s , r d , μ, m) associated with the invocation of operation μ can be performed. (r s , r d , μ, m) is added to the set of authorized message exchanges AuthM e (lines 9-10).
Once AuthM e is built and to determine if conversations conv i in Conv can be implemented, we check that M e i is a subset of AuthM e (line 14). If this is the case, all the message exchanges in conv i are realizable. Hence, conv i is added to the set Auth Conv of conversations that can be implemented (line 15). Otherwise, we compute set N oAuthM e i , the complement set of M e i in AuthM e (line 17). We are thus able to determine which are the parts of the conversation conv i that cannot be implemented. Then, for each message exchange (r s , r d , μ, m) in N oAuthM e i , procedure computePathWithUndelivNodes determines the paths in the resource release graph where circular nodes are marked as U N DELIV (line 19). By determining to which Web service the undeliverable credential types belongs to, we can suggest ways to modify the access control policies or the disclosure policies of the interacting Web services to enable the message exchange. 
Example 4 We want to check if the Web services
Related Work
Most previous research on Web services choreography dealt with choreography formalization and verification of choreographies' properties. Web services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) [6] is an XML-based language that gives a global view of the interaction rules among Web services collaborating to reach a common business goal. The works of Busi et al. [4] and Pistore et al. [7] propose two formal calculi to model Web services choreography and Web services orchestration. They also investigate the interdependencies between choreography and orchestration and propose a bisimulation-like notion of conformance between choreography and orchestration of Web services. Foster et al. [5] propose a formalization of Web services composition and Web services choreographies based on a finite state process (FSP) algebra. Moreover, they propose techniques to verify the compatibility among interacting compositions of Web services, the conformance between a choreography and its implementation, deadlock absence, and safety and progress properties.
The work of Robinson et al. [10] is the only proposal that investigates the problem of how to enforce access control in Web services choreographies. They propose a mechanism to derive access control policies to be enforced by each Web service covering a choreography role and an architecture to enforce such policies at runtime. Access control policies enforcement is enabled and disabled in a just-in-time manner that matches the control flow described in the choreography. The work of Robinson et al. has a different focus from our work. In our work, we focus on design-time verification before a Web services choreography is actually deployed. Our approach checks that the interactions, defined in the choreography, can take place according to Web service providers' access control policies and Web service consumers capabilities. Robinson et al., instead, deal with the automatic derivation of access control policies for the Web services participating to a choreography and with their enforcement. In fact, the two approaches can complement each other.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an approach to verify that a choreography can be implemented by a set of Web services based on their access control policies and the credentials that they are willing to disclose. We modeled both Web services and Web services choreography as transition systems and we represented Web services credential disclosure policies as directed graphs. Then, we presented a technique to verify that all possible conversations of the Web services choreography can be implemented by matching credential disclosure policies of the invoker Web services with the access control policy of the Web services being invoked.We have proposed a resource release graph to enable this verification.
